
01:30:58 sarineh khachatourian: Great introduction, thank you 
Peter!
01:31:18 ICMGLT ZOOM: https://icmglt.org/multigenerational-
legacies-of-the-armenian-genocide-webinar/
01:31:28 Lusine Abovyan: Thank you Peter!
01:31:29 Peter Bahlawanian: Thank you Sarineh
01:31:41 Luidmyla Minina: Thank you!
01:31:46 George Meguerian: Thank you, Peter, well done
01:31:51 Roger KUPELIAN: well spoken, Sir
01:31:57 Yunis Gurbansoy: Thank you, Peter for this 
great position!
01:32:04 Michael Gavlak: Excellent. Thank you for the link.
01:33:09 ICMGLT ZOOM: https://thedesiretolivedoc.com
01:33:11 Karolin Kiomajian: Thank you for everyone for 
doing this webinar today 

🙏

01:33:47 Donatilla Mukamana: Thank you  Peter for the 
presentation, please continue to fight for peace and truth!
01:33:58 Ruzanna Carter: Thank you Peter.
01:34:28 Anair Ovsepian: Thank you Peter
01:35:17 Peter Bahlawanian: https://youtu.be/nT73T2PZwmo?
si=6X0FvqZiOtIs-EiW
01:36:00 Paul Narguizian: Thank you Peter for your 
excellent summation and detailed analysis of this complex topic.
01:37:15 Shaké Topalian: Yael, I want to thank you for your 
work which has helped me so much in my work with first, second and 
third generation of  Armenians,. And the impetus to write and publish 
my paper Intergenerational Transmission of trauma: bearing Witness to 
“My” experience of genocide.
01:37:54 Anna Kachikyan: https://www.thearmenianreport.com/
post/erdogan-threatens-armenians-to-forget-about-the-armenian-
genocide-and-embrace-present-realities
01:38:00 Edna Antonian: Yesterday I heard in Civilnet News 
that 11,000 Artsakhtsis have left Armenia. This is a tragedy!
01:38:50 Peter Bahlawanian: Thank you Sarineh, Lusine, 
Luidmyla, George, Roger, Yunis, Michael, Karolin, Donatilla, Ruzanna, 
Anair, Paul, Shake, Edna… for joining our webinar today…
01:39:10 Partev Sarkissian: Erdgoan making excuses,... 
this is how criminals act when they are cuaght.
01:40:01 Donatilla Mukamana: Thank you Anna
01:40:46 Shaké Topalian: The Armenian genocide gave Hitler 
Permission when he said Wh paid attention to the Armenians/
01:40:54 Jacqueline Murekatete: Thank you Peter for that very 
informative presentation and for your commitment to fighting for 
historical truths surrounding Armenian genocide against those who seek 
to deny it.  As a survivor of the 1994 Genocide against the Tusti in 
Rwanda, I stand in solidarity with you and the Armenian people. We 
have a saying in Rwanda which when loosely translated in English is " 
Truth though it may pass through fire will never get burned". So we 
must never give up in fighting for truth, not only in honor of the 
victims but in service of future generations/humanity .



01:42:17 Edna Antonian: USA has recognized the Genocide now. 
United Kingdom has not. Australia has not. New Zealand has not!
01:43:47 Michael Gavlak: Soghomon Tehlirian!!!
01:44:20 Ted Iskenderian: I have often heard rumors that 
Talaat and other Turkish leaders were Jews/and or Masons.  And that 
Jews were complicit in the genocide, as were the Germans.  Please 
speak to the truth or falsehood of these rumors.
01:44:57 Michael Gavlak: Stanislav... what was the last name of 
Lemkin's Professor?
01:45:54 Edna Antonian: ISRAEL has not recognized the Armenian 
Genocide!
01:48:57 Jill Hofmann: Armenia is relevant . Eg the word 
genocide came from the early Armenian genocide . In IHL , crimes 
against humanity . Under IHL , civilians are supposed to be protected 
under convention 4 and under convention 3 prisoners of war have right 
to
Humane conditions
01:50:46 Edna Antonian: We need to emphasize that Aliyev’s 
power as a dictator in his own country, his legitimacy,  depends on 
getting his population fixated on the Armenians as being their enemy 
instead of giving them proper education so they can start to ask for 
social justice. There is no social justice in Azerbaijan.
01:52:31 Luidmyla Minina: Thank you!
01:52:37 Lusine Abovyan: Thank you Gurgen!
01:52:51 Peter Bahlawanian: https://patreon.com/
warriorsaints?
utm_medium=unknown&utm_source=join_link&utm_campaign=creatorshare_crea
tor&utm_content=copyLink
01:53:16 Anna Kotyrba: why people don't like victems? "the 
society" adore violence and perpeterators. Why?
01:55:53 Roger KUPELIAN: Great points by Maria.
01:56:37 Roger KUPELIAN: Kemal Attaturk Park in Wellington
01:59:29 Roger KUPELIAN: Kemal is considered the ‘Father of 
Modern Turkey’
02:00:03 Edna Antonian: Australia and New Zealand are still 
colonies of United Kingdom, who has not recognized the Armenian 
Genocide due to economic benefits from Turkey and now Azerbaijan’s oil 
and gas  (BP oil).
02:00:57 George de Castro-Day: I highly recommend Stefan 
Ihrig’s Ataturk in the Nazi Imagination (Harvard, 2014)
02:01:50 Roger KUPELIAN: Ironically, there were New Zealander 
Anzac units during world war 1 that protected Armenians.
02:02:14 Partev Sarkissian: Extermination,... word used in 
regards to vermin. But people are NOT vermin. No wonder Lemkin created 
a new word to use.
02:03:47 Jan Kizilhan: Mustafa Kemal, called Atatürk killed 
in 1937/38 70000 Kurdish Alevis in Dersim. Today Erdogan is bombing 
Yazidi region in Iraq and supported IS who committed Genocide against 
the Yazidi. The genocide of the Armenien impact a transgenerational 
Trauma.



02:07:33 Roger KUPELIAN: One day, Let’s talk about Elon Musk’s 
‘admiration’ for Ataturk.
02:09:31 Karolin Kiomajian: As an Armenian we will always 
have hard time to put this traumatic events behind us , because 
Türkiye and Azerbaijani governments keep repeating and reminding us , 
Armenian ppl of what their nomadic ancestors have done to us and still 
doing ! And they will do it again if they’ve the chance 

‼

 Look at the 
latest war of 2020 Azerbaijan . Most of them that they live in Turkey 
and Azerbaijan are fanatic brainwashed nationalists 

‼

 I personally 
have multiple different religious friends in Canada and they’re really 
good friends but when we talk about the genocide , it gets sour so we 
decide to stop and change the subjects. My question is to all of you 
the panelists how can we help to our future generations of kids to not 
have this trauma ?
02:09:57 George de Castro-Day: Highly recommend Stefan 
Ihrig’s Ataturk in the Nazi Imagination (Harvard, 2014).
02:11:33 Paul Narguizian: Per Maria's recommendation: 
https://www.amazon.com/When-Democracy-Died-Enduring-Lausanne/dp/
1316516423
02:11:48 Paul Narguizian: When Democracy Died: The 
Middle East's Enduring Peace of Lausanne
02:12:31 Partev Sarkissian: Gishte, so cogent and concise. 
Mersi Maria jan.
02:12:54 Lusine Abovyan: Thank you Maria. Very insightful 
presentation.
02:13:05 Roger KUPELIAN: Kia Ora, Maria
02:13:09 Peter Bahlawanian: I wish I can give you a clear 
answer on that Karolin, but I’ve been searching for that answer 
myself. Trauma can only heal if we can face the issue with 
perpetrators that commit it, it starts from them admitting and 
accepting their actions, after that time will heal, until then, 
nothing changes and the pattern continues
02:13:28 Keith Gunthardt: Lemkin Professor: JULIUSZ 
MAKAREWICZ — “doctrine of STATE SOVEREIGNITY  gives governments the 
right to conduct internal affairs as they see fit” (re: chickens)
02:13:42 George Meguerian: well done, Maria
02:13:54 Luidmyla Minina: Thank you! Very interesting 
and important!
02:21:15 Jan Kizilhan: The significance of justice in 
psychotherapy after genocide: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
32636767/
02:21:47 Dr. Maria Armoudian: thank you!
02:23:15 Anair Ovsepian: Thank you Maria
02:23:34 ICMGLT ZOOM: https://icmglt.org/webinars/
02:24:05 Ted Iskenderian: Dr Danieli would be a good 
resource for anybody telling the story of Soghomon Tehlirian
02:24:43 Jack Mammad: thank you!
02:25:36 ITAI SNEH: GREAT WEBINAR! Inspiring, Itai
02:25:38 Ted Iskenderian: How was this thesis 
demostrated in Rwanda?



02:26:06 Ted Iskenderian: The thesis of restorative 
justice
02:26:18 Michael Gavlak: Agreed... Ted... I'll be contacting 
Dr. Danieli!!
02:27:53 Ted Iskenderian: How does the Armenian case for 
reparations relate to the African Americans’ agitation for 
reparations?
02:28:43 ICMGLT ZOOM: Reparative Justice I: Massive Trauma 
and the Healing Role of Reparative Justice
https://icmglt.org/massive-trauma-and-the-healing-role-of-reparative-
justice-webinar/

Reparative Justice II: Challenges of Listening when Interviewing 
Traumatized Witnesses
http://icmglt.org/reparative-justice-ii-challenges-of-listening-when-
interviewing-traumatized-witnesses/

Reparative Justice III: Difficulties in Listening to and Hearing 
Traumatized Witnesses / Victims / Survivors
https://icmglt.org/reparative-justice-iii-difficulties-in-listening-
to-and-hearing-traumatized-witnesses-webinar/
02:29:33 Jill Hofmann: Yes ! It takes much less time through 
international criminal court now because of modern tech . Eg recording 
crimes via phone , media etc . In Rwanda they they had trials of 
forgiveness where the families who had their family killed did 
testimonials in front of the perpretrators .
And a vast healing began . The reason they did trials of forgiveness 
is 1) because there were not  jails to put them in as so many people 
had done so many offenses and 2) to provide the families injured to 
share with with their perpetrators the damage done  .
02:29:55 ICMGLT ZOOM: Reparative Justice IV: Challenges of 
Engaging, Interviewing and Supporting Child victims/survivors/
witnesses of War and Terror
https://icmglt.org/reparative-justice-iv-challenges-of-engaging-
interviewing-and-supporting-child-victims-survivors-witnesses-of-war-
and-terror/
02:32:16 Karolin Kiomajian: Very well said Peter
02:32:47 Anair Ovsepian: Thank you very much Gurgen, for 
everything you do for all of us on the various platforms
02:36:28 Partev Sarkissian: Putin has said out in the 
open,... he's planning to re-constitute the soviet union,... but call 
it something else. Rose by any other name, is a lie just the same.
02:50:43 Ruzanna Carter: There is a good grounding technique 
that's similar to that called 5-4-3-2-1 grounding where you use your 
senses to bring you into the present moment. It's 5 things you can 
see, 4 things you can touch, 3 things you can hear, 2 things you can 
smell and 1 thing you can taste. Art therapy also helps to create 
images to express any anger and frustrations and process them after.
02:50:55 Anna Kotyrba: is this webinar to see again? if yes, 
where? thank you



02:52:17 David Bernard: I thank all organizers and guests. It 
was very informative. Will the recording will be send to participants?
02:52:38 Ruzanna Carter: But there is so much rich culture and 
history so I would always choose to come back as an Armenian but I 
feel your pain absolutely.
02:53:36 Karolin Kiomajian: Thank you for everyone who 
participated in this discussion today, this was really helpful thank 
you Peter for organizing this meeting.
02:54:30 Roger KUPELIAN: https://www.patreon.com/warriorsaints/
posts
02:54:48 Roger KUPELIAN: all subscription proceeds go to COAF
02:54:49 Vic Aslanyan: https://www.patreon.com/warriorsaints/
posts
03:01:47 Ted Iskenderian: Is my question about the 
rumored identity of Talaat and company too sensitive to discuss?
03:01:55 Peter Bahlawanian: The link to The Desire To Live 
series on YouTube https://youtu.be/nT73T2PZwmo?si=PZMuloJ9Dnl56RNk
03:03:28 David Bernard: I'd appreciate if the guests can 
comment about the problem that the Armenian Quarter of Jerusalem faces 
today
03:03:50 Ted Iskenderian: I second David’s question
03:04:28 Mary Elloian: America is going through a trauma of 
its own: will its democracy continue or will it become a dictatorship 
by those who with to destroy our system of government for their own 
exploitive purposes. The next election will determine this.
03:04:37 Ruzanna Carter: Thank you everyone for all you do. I 
have to go.
03:04:57 Ted Iskenderian: Thank you for describing the 
reactions to trauma.  That is very revealing to me!
03:06:07 sarineh khachatourian: Thank you to all panelists and 
the host for your expertise and dedication to this crucial topic!

❤ 💙🧡

03:06:31 Michael Gavlak: Pamela Steiner of Harvard does similar 
work regarding cultural trauma. (Great granddaughter of Henry 
Morgenthau)
03:06:39 Partev Sarkissian: Yes!
03:06:42 Dr. Gurgen Petrossian: Dear David, happy to see you 
here 

🙂

03:07:16 Lusine Abovyan: Thank you Dr. Danieli for putting this 
together. These conversations are very important.
03:10:17 Michael Gavlak: assassinsaint.com
03:10:29 Michael Gavlak: soghomontehlirian.com
03:10:55 David Bernard: there is an existential threat for 
Armenian Quarter of Jerusalem!
03:11:11 Partev Sarkissian: Leaders who are purveyors of 
war are poor and bad leaders. If they were good leaders, they would 
not need war to govern. Good leaders don't need war.
03:12:11 Ted Iskenderian: It’s easier to govern by fear.  
It works at all levels.



03:13:17 Michael Gavlak: EXACTLY Peter!
03:13:44 Jacqueline Murekatete: Yes Dr. Danieli, Jacqueline 
Murekatete still here but can't speak where I am,  can only litsen.    
Thank you to all the speakers today whose remarks  are as  critically 
important and  more urgent than ever before given the state of the 
world today.  Survivors of the 1994 Genocide against the Tutsi in 
Rwanda stand with the Armenian community today and always. Myself and 
Genocide Survivors Foundation will continue to add our voices in 
fighting the denial of the Armenian genocide and the erasure attempts.
03:14:43 Ted Iskenderian: Again, please tell us if/how 
reparative justice happened in Rwanda
03:21:41 Partev Sarkissian: Don't allow the new 
normalization of genocide!
03:22:01 Lusine Abovyan: Thank you, Anna, for your insights.
03:23:15 Lusine Abovyan: Good point Partev about not allowing  
normalization of genocide.
03:23:50 Narine Navasardyan: Thank you for all you do.
03:24:35 George de Castro-Day: Excellent, wide-ranging, and 
important program. Thank you.
03:25:15 Anna Kotyrba: Thank you for all! Stay with peace
03:25:42 Michael Gavlak: 100%!!!
03:25:50 Ted Iskenderian: Amen
03:25:56 Lois Bernard: Thank you you are all bringers of 
hope.
03:26:08 eli jarra:

💯

03:26:12 Partev Sarkissian: Mersi everyone.
03:26:23 Noelia Oriolo: Thank you all.
03:26:45 George Meguerian: Thank you, everyone!
03:26:53 Vic Aslanyan: Thank you everyone. God bless!
03:27:22 Anair Ovsepian: Thanks a lot. Shat mersi bolorin
03:28:36 Keith Gunthardt: Thank you!


